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Testing Lower Training Ratios
1. Manual Crop

2. PCA Crop

3. Hottest Pixel Crop



Lower Training Ratio Test Methodology

1. Testing each crop style
a. Manual
b. PCA
c. Hottest Pixel Search

2. Every crop style will have the following train/test ratios
a. 10/90 Train/Test
b. 20/80 Train/Test
c. 30/70 Train/Test
d. 40/60 Train/Test

3. Each train/test ratio will be put through both the Random Forest and Neural Network Model

4. Every individual triall will receive a new random split



Manual Crop Results - Random Forest

● Lowest test accuracy score was ~98.4 with the 
10/90 train/test split
○ But very fast speed at ~2.49 seconds per 

split
● Highest test accuracy of ~99.68 with the 40/60 

train test split
○ Not a huge overall improvement from from 

30/70 or 20/80 train/test split
○ Only took ~7.82 seconds  



Random Forest Comparison to Higher Ratios

● Lower splits had very 
similar accuracy 
results compared to 
higher train/test 
ratios

● Every split from 20/80 
got test accuraies 
above 99%



Manual Crop Results - Neural Network

● Lowest test accuracy score was ~59.8% on the 
10/90 train/test split
○ Very low compared to other splits and 

random forest score at the same split (~98%)
● Highest test accuracy of ~99.18 with the 40/60 

train test split 



Neural Network Comparison to Higher Training Ratios

● Starts to hit 99% average 
accuracy at 40/60 split 
and continues to have 
good accuracy after that

● 10/90 had very low 
accuracy
○ Implying that there 

is not enough 
training data 

 



PCA Search Results - Random Forest
● Lowest test accuracy of ~95.46% with 10/90 

train/test split
○ Although less than a second per split!

● Highest test accuracy of ~99.03% with 40/60 split 



PCA Random Forest Comparison to Higher Training Ratio

● 40/60 train/test split had 
above 99% accuracy along 
with the higher training 
ratios



PCA Neural Network Results 
● Lowest test accuracy of ~49.62% with the 10/90 

train/test split ratio
○ Implying not enough training data for the neural 

network

● Highest test accuracy of 99.43% with the 40/60 

train/test split ratio

● Biggest drop off from 30/70 split (~93.63%) to 20/80 

split (~62.00%)



PCA Neural Network Comparison to Higher Training Ratio

● 40/60 train/test split had 
above 99% accuracy along 
with the higher training 
ratios

●



Hottest Pixel  Random Forest Results 
● Lowest test accuracy of ~96.48% with the 10/90 

train/test split ratio

● Highest test accuracy of ~99.84% with the 40/60 

train/test split ratio



Hottest Pixel  Random Forest Comparison to Higher Ratios 

● Lowest test accuracy of 

~96.48% with the 10/90 

train/test split ratio

● Hits ~99% average test 

accuracy at 20/80 split



Hottest Pixel  Neural Network Results 
● Lowest test accuracy of ~66.23% with the 10/90 

train/test split ratio
○ Implying not enough training data for the neural 

network 

● Highest test accuracy of ~99.01% with the 40/60 

train/test split ratio



Hottest Pixel  Neural Network Comparison to Higher Ratios
● Accuracy maintains 

at 99% at 60/40 split

● Time is inconsistent 
○ I am currently 

attributing it to 
the patience value 
and how it can 
vary a lot



Visualizing Mislabeled Datasets



Problems Finding Mislabeled Titles

● Titles are mapped to Status (Title = Key, Status = Value)

● Then for each key, value pair
○ The key’s respective data file is found and encoded then added to a list (inData)
○ The Status is then added to a seperate list (outData)

● Thus, the title is not considered in training

● Tried to use a dictionary to map data matrix to its title
○ Did not work, because a matrix is not a hashable type

● This would cause me to check if every single value matches it self, but it needs to be done as a 

search through all the datafiles
○ Essentially it is a  very long operation  and I am searching for a more elegant/working solution

● But, I could get the visualizations 
○ Done on 50/50 splits for both Random Forest and Neural Net



Random Forest Mislabeled Visualizations



Random Forest Mislabeled Visualizations Comparison



Neural Network Mislabeled Visualization

Only 1 file mislabeled in my 50/50 split



Neural Network Mislabeled Visualization



Working On Paper

1. Want to re-read and update figures

2. Want to put comments on my own writing where I know I need guidance

3. Share on google docs and receive feedback?   



Future Steps / 
Goals

● Continue working on the paper

● Finding which titles are being 

misidentified 


